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Media Release  
Edmonton-based Rockabilly/Surf trio releases debut record… on record… for the record. 

January 21, 2013 

 The Fuzz Kings have been a musical force to be reckoned with since their inception in early half 

of 2012 when they first graced The Artery’s stage, and have been partial to that stage ever since. That 

stage has been home to The Fuzz Kings a few times since their birth (including the official video for 

“Comfortably” – their debut single from this release) so it really only makes sense that they’d take 

charge of that very same stage to release their debut E.P. “Accentuate Everything.” 

 “It was a really fun record to make” recalls Fat Dave Johnston, guitarist and singer for The Fuzz 

Kings. “I wish we’d recorded more than we did” but the song selection for ‘Accentuate Everything’ is 

anything but lacking. A strong, well poured-over half dozen songs have been assembled in just the right 

order for this very limited, custom-colored vinyl-only debut release. 

 The selected format is very intentional, and no expense has been spared in this production – but 

the tech savvy needn’t worry because each of the ONLY 250 COPIES comes with its own serialized 

download code. “We realize that the internet is a huge part of music now – This record is more for 

ourselves than anything” claims Johnston. “It’s a celebration of a recording accomplishment. A trophy of 

sorts.” That is to say that The Fuzz Kings’ music will be available after all the records are gone, it just 

won’t be released in the same vinyl format again. 

 The Fuzz Kings 12” E.P. release party for “Accentuate Everything” mixed by Tom Kerr at ‘The 

Turtle Pond’ and Mastered by Braden Sustrik will be held on Saturday, March 16th 2013 at The Artery 

(9535 Jasper Ave) in Edmonton with The Frolics and The Wafer Thin Mints. 

 The video for The Fuzz Kings’ debut single “Comfortably” is available for viewing on youtube and 

can be found easily on the front page of http://www.fuzzkings.com 
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